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Welcome
to AAL
AAL is a leading global multipurpose shipping 
operator. We have been established for over 20 
years and proudly serve the heavy lift, project, 
breakbulk and dry bulk cargo transportation needs of 
the world’s most dynamic industries like oil & gas, 
mining, renewable energy, forestry and construction. 

Our multiple award-winning team of multilingual 
shipping professionals works out of established 
offices across the world. Their expertise and 
extensive local market knowledge brings us 
closer to our customers and helps us to deliver 
flexible and highly competitive multipurpose 
transportation solutions.

Liner, semi-liner and tramp services
Our unique shipping service has two 
complementary divisions. A ‘Liner Services’ division 
offers schedule integrity, with regular sailings 
between Asia & Australia, as well as Asia & North 
America. Our ‘Tramp & Projects’ division delivers 
extreme flexibility with its tailor-made global 
solutions. It also operates a growing number of 
fixed route semi-liner services on major trades.

Liner Services Division
For over two decades, AAL has operated trusted, 
regular and frequent liner services, comprising of 
routes linking a number of the main ports and 
shipping hubs between Asia – Australia and Asia 
– West Coast US and Canada. This network of 
routes currently comprises: 

Tramp and Projects Division
Our rapidly growing Tramp and Projects division 
works in harmony with AAL’s Liner Services team, 
by offering customers tailor-made shipping 
options, that go way beyond existing liner routes – 
bespoke solutions that connect every compass 
point, with maximum safety and efficiency.

Focused on becoming the preferred carrier for 
major projects around the world, we enhanced our 
fleet with further quality tonnage, spread our 
geographical footprint and built upon existing 
operational strengths to achieve even higher levels 

Global capability, local presence
AAL’s expanding infrastructure and network of 
representative offices and agencies stretches 
from Asia and Australia to The Middle East, 
Europe and the Americas. With our 
award-winning team of multinational and 
multilingual professionals on land and sea, we 
swiftly and effectively address around-the-clock 
demands of a global customer base.

Young, strong and flexible fleet
Our operating fleet of multipurpose and heavy lift 
vessels is the market‘s youngest. It boasts 
various classes of multipurpose vessels, ranging 
from 12,000 to 31,000 dwt. Each vessel 
combines extreme heavy-lift capability, with 
market-leading intake capacity - ready to 
accommodate large project cargo alongside 
breakbulk and dry bulk. Coupled with our 
commercial, technical and operations teams’ 
know-how and customer-centric philosophy, we 
deliver cargo handling and transport solutions of 
the highest standard in safety and efficiency.

The division harnesses the market’s youngest 
and most advanced fleet of owned heavy lift 
multipurpose A-Class (31,000 dwt) and S-Class 
(19,000 dwt) vessels, each with a 700mt 
lifting capacity.

of efficiency, customer care and competitive 
advantage.

The division has also established 5 semi-liner 
routes that offer regular fixed route sailing 
schedules, flexible port calls and a fleet of modern 
heavy lift multipurpose vessels:

• Asia to East Coast Australia (AUEC Service)
• Asia to West Coast Australia (AUWC Service)
• North Asia to West Coast US and Canada (Pacific Service)

• Asia – US Gulf / US East Coast
• Asia – India – Gulf 
• Asia – Red Sea – Asia
• Asia – Middle East – Europe
• Intra-Asia


